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“There were those who said that 
this is a many-sided and very 
complex problem. However 
viewed, the denial of the right to 
vote is still a deadly wrong.”

PRESIDENT LYNDON JOHNSON 
UPON SIGNING THE VOTING 
RIGHTS ACT OF 1965
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REPORT OVERVIEW

KEY FINDINGS + 

KEY FINDINGS AT A GLANCE

Most likely voters in the Pacific Northwest are paying close attention 
to the debate over voting rights nationally – and a majority (66%) 
feel they are informed about voting rights in the United States and 
in their home state.

A vast majority of all voters (74%) in Oregon and Washington are 
concerned about the stability of democracy in the United States 
right now.

Voters in Oregon and Washington view protecting the right to 
vote and protecting elections from voter fraud equally – but swing 
voters and the BIPOC community are far more concerned about 
voter discrimination and disenfranchisement.

Most voters – including a majority (52%) of Republicans – feel 
confident in Oregon and Washington’s vote-by-mail systems – with 
69% saying this method is safe, accurate and secure.

Perceptions of voter fraud remain highly partisan – with Republicans 
(61%) feeling it is far more of a problem than Democrats (23%) and 
non-affiliated voters (16%).

Less than half (46%) of voters in the Pacific Northwest say they 
are “very likely” to accept the outcome of the mid-term elections. 
Concerns about federal election security and the political rhetoric 
about trust in our voting process are having an impact – with 36% 
saying they may not be willing to accept the outcome depending 
on who wins.



In this era of increasingly divisive partisanship, Americans mostly agree 
on the importance of protecting their right to vote. 

But who should be allowed to vote – and how should those votes be 
counted? 

This is where our national discourse becomes fractured. 

Populist attacks on the legitimacy of which votes count – and how 
to count them – is creating cracks in a foundation which has allowed 
a nation “by the people, for the people” to endure for 246 years. In 
addition to the political assault on the public’s faith in our elections, 
recent legal rulings have exposed the fragility of what defines free and 
fair access for all. 

The most significant recent change to our voting rights laws stems 
from a 2013 decision by the U.S. Supreme Court. Citing the authority 
of states to govern their own elections, the Court’s ruling in Shelby 
County v. Holder altered a core principle of the Voting Rights Act of 
1965 (VRA) and removed a long-standing requirement that states 
must receive federal approval to change laws governing their elections. 

This one legal decision opened the door to a wave of new restrictive 
laws in many states that have since made it harder for historically 
disenfranchised citizens to vote, like restrictions on polling place hours, 
mail-in voting, and who can view ballot counting – to name a few.

The Supreme Court’s role in our evolving landscape of state voting 
rights legislation comes with enormous complexities. Ask any two 
legal scholars and they may likely disagree over whether the Court was 
right in the Shelby decision. Some will point to the clear constitutional 
authority given to states over their own elections. Others will claim the 

Our ability to participate in free and fair 
elections is perhaps our most valued 
individual right in the United States. 

REPORT OVERVIEW
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REPORT OVERVIEW

Court has become an instrument of 
ideological engineering to support political 
outcomes. 

Regardless, the result of the Shelby decision 
is an increasingly complicated patchwork 
of divergent rules and regulations for how 
each state manages everything from how 
we vote, when we vote, and who can vote. 
The law in Texas is notably different than 
in New Hampshire which is very different 
than in California. 

The goal of this report is to analyze the 
public’s perception of voting rights in the 
United States – and specifically, in the states 
of Oregon and Washington.

Recent analysis by the Cost of Voting 
Index found Oregon and Washington rank 

In analyzing public perceptions of voting rights today, 
we wanted to understand:

How do Oregon and Washington voters feel about the voting rights in their states – 
and nationally? 

Does this make them feel more confident about the state of our voting rights in 
America – and the integrity of the voting process today?

How do they view the purpose of voting rights laws – should they be a deterrent to 
fraud or a shield against discrimination?

And do they see the connection between altering the national fabric of state voting 
rights and the health of our democracy right now?

as the top two states for accessibility in their 
electoral processes. Among all states, Oregon 
and Washington scored highest for making it 
easy for citizens to vote and participate equally 
in elections – based on each state’s process 
for voter registration, early voting, vote-by-mail 
options, and the locations and limitations on 
polling stations.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/09/20/us/politics/cost-of-voting.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/09/20/us/politics/cost-of-voting.html


The following report is intended to explore 
how the electorate in these two states 
perceives the integrity of our elections – and 
the impact of the public’s support for voting 
rights expansion versus limiting access 
to the ballot box. In it, we explore local 
attitudes and opinions about everything 
from how much they view voter fraud as 
a problem to whether they feel voting by 

mail (which both states do exclusively) is 
safe and accurate. 

The results tell a story of a nation – and a 
region – struggling to contain deepening 
doubts in our democratic norms. It tells us a 
lot about the impacts of our hyperpolitical 
discourse – and the stability of this great 
experiment begun over two centuries ago.
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The 2120 Initiative is a project of Hubbell, Trendency Research and 
Unincorporated, Inc. 

The initiative launched in 2020 to commemorate the centennial of the 19th 
amendment ensuring women in the United States had the right to vote. 

But the story of voting rights in America is more complex than one milestone. 
As such, the story of how 2120 has evolved since its founding is important. 

In exploring the legacy of the women’s suffrage movement, we began 
to recognize public perception of our right to vote is often clouded with 
historical inaccuracies. In celebrating the success of the women’s suffrage 
movement, we were ignoring the truth that not all women were guaranteed 
the right to vote in 1920. 

In truth, the debate around who can vote continues to this day. And, it 
often centers on allowing marginalized populations broader access to 
participate in elections. While we’ve made progress through the passage of 
milestone legislation expanding people’s right to vote in the United States, 
systemic inequities remain.

Today, 2120 is focused on raising public awareness that the quest for the 
right to vote never ends – and will always be made harder for historically 
disenfranchised populations.

Our goal with this initiative is to continue to highlight the milestones, issues 
and threats to the right to vote during the next 100 years – when we reach 
the year 2120.

Readers can learn more at the2120initiative.org.

THE 2120 INITIATIVE

ABOUT
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The research we have used in our analysis is rooted 
in new polling data of 1,000 registered likely voters in 
Oregon and Washington. This online survey of voters 
was conducted by Trendency Research between Oct. 
17 – Oct. 20, 2022 and has a margin of error of +/- 4.4%. 

Where necessary, we have weighted demographic 
samples to reflect the representation of key voter 
groups by political party, race/ethnicity, and geographic 
population centers. This ensures that while some groups 
may be a smaller percentage of our overall survey 
sample, the data accurately reflects their representation 
in the larger voter population of both states. 

In addition, we’ve contextualized these key findings with 
third-party data and expert literature – including recent 
national polls on the issue of voter discrimination, voter 
fraud, and the stability of our democratic institutions.

METHODOLOGY

RESEARCH 
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WHO WE SURVEYED

VOTER PROFILE
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ANALYSIS

INSIGHTS + 

In the run-up to the 2022 mid-term 
elections, numerous polls have 
been published indicating the 
American public is growing gravely 
concerned about the stability of 
our democracy. 

In most cases, this third-party 
research focuses on the public’s 
concerns about the broader 
institutional stability of the United 
States and overall trust in long-
established democratic norms. 
For instance, a poll of Washington 
voters conducted by SurveyUSA 
between Oct. 14-19 shows 39% of 
voters in the state feel democracy 
is “weakening” and “may be near 
collapse” in the next couple 
election cycles.

We have attempted to provide 
a more focused analysis of the 
core issue underpinning our faith 
in democracy – one focused on 
awareness of the right to vote 
and voters’ understanding of 
state voting rights laws, as well as 
how they view the prevalence of 
incremental efforts to curtail those 
rights. 

The following analysis treads 
lightly on the established political 
divisions driven by the outcome of 
the 2020 presidential election. We 
are careful to avoid simply restating 
the reality that party affiliation 
creates a predisposition to accept 
the outcome of that election – 
and a willingness to accept the 
outcomes of future elections. 

In this report, we are not interested 
in highlighting the deep divisions 
between the major political parties 
on perceptions of voter fraud and 
election security. To date, numerous 
polls show divergent realities based 
on one’s political affiliation – with 
Republicans by and large saying 
voter fraud is a major problem and 
displaying an outsized skepticism 
about election integrity, while 
supporting increasingly stringent 
voter restrictions. 

Instead, we strive to break down 
the public’s understanding of the 
role voting rights plays in ensuring 
we have free and fair elections – and 
the tensions on display between 
the need to feel confident in the 
security of our elections while 
expanding access to historically 
marginalized communities.
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INSIGHTS + ANALYSIS

The resulting analysis is a distinct, nuanced look at Pacific Northwest voters’ awareness of 
why democracy may be in peril as we approach the mid-term elections in 2022. 

The Big Picture: 
Yes, Voters Are Concerned About Democracy

This mirrors national trends we’ve seen in polling over the last several weeks. A recent 
Gallup poll showed that 71% of Americans are concerned about the state of democracy 
in the United States right now. Our research showed these concerns remain high among 
voters in Oregon and Washington – with nearly three-quarters (74%) expressing serious 
concerns about it in some form. 

How concerned are you about the stability of 
democracy in the United States right now?

Concern is high across key demographics – with Democrats (73%) and Republicans (84%) 
both showing an elevated level of concern, albeit likely for very different reasons. One could 
argue the slightly elevated sense of concern by Republican voters stems from their outsized 
perception that our elections are plagued by fraud – an issue we explore further in this 
report.
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Interesting differences in the level of concern about the state of democracy appear in 
different age and racial groups. For instance, Oregon voters under 45 have a slightly less 
negative view of its currently stability (68%) compared with those 45-64 (77%) and 65+ 
(79%). In addition, white voters (77%) also have a somewhat greater concern than do non-
whites/communities of color (58%) – a contrast we can speculate is likely due to the latter’s 
historic experiences with systemic disenfranchisement and strategic voter suppression.

New Voting Laws: 
Will They Influence Election Outcomes?

INSIGHTS + ANALYSIS

Different voters view changes in state 
election laws as intended to influence 
the outcome of political races. In recent 
elections, many Republicans have claimed 
expanding the use of vote-by-mail and early 
voting timelines will enable more fraud 
to tip the scales against their candidates. 
And, many Democrats decry the passage 
of voter laws restricting such practices as 
preventing certain voters from casting 
ballots.

In many ways, the discourse over voting 
rights law – and what these laws are 
intended to achieve in terms of free 
and fair access – has become an almost 
unwinnable debate depending on one’s 
ideological views. 

That said, we explored how much voters 
in Oregon and Washington are tracking 
the national debate over voting rights 
legislation and the recent changes to state 
voter laws elsewhere. We asked voters in 

both states how much they are following 
the topic of voting rights – and how well 
they understand our national and state 
voting rights laws already on the books.

By and large, two-thirds (66%) of voters in 
Oregon and Washington feel very informed 
about this issue – and 68% say they are 
following the issue “very” or “somewhat” 
closely.

In addition, we explored how much voters 
feel voting rights laws should prioritize 
access to participation in elections or if 
they should be intended to protect the 
elections from voter fraud. 

The vast majority in both states have strong 
concerns that right now voting rights 
laws are being changed in other states 
to influence the outcome of this next 
election – including placing more stringent 
limitations on things like voting by mail 
and early voting.
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INSIGHTS + ANALYSIS

How concerned are you that recent changes to 
state voting rights laws restricting early voting 
and voting by mail will affect the outcome of the 
next election?

This concern is amplified when we examine perceptions of specific voting laws that have 
been recently passed in other states – including the removal of polling stations. Support 
for vote-by-mail in the Pacific Northwest is high – and efforts to limit or bar the use of 
vote-by-mail is widely viewed as overt voter suppression by a majority of Oregonians and 
Washingtonians.



Do these voter laws ensure free and fair elections or 
are they intended to discriminate against specific 
groups? 

INSIGHTS + ANALYSIS
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We also looked at the trade-off voters 
would make if they had to choose between 
the issue of voter fraud prevention and 
upholding a person’s right to vote. Voters in 
the Pacific Northwest seem to feel strongly 
that denying a person the right to vote is the 
greater threat – a view likely underpinned 
by their belief that “voter fraud” isn’t as 
much of a threat as the populist rhetoric of 
the moment suggests it is. 

INSIGHTS + ANALYSIS

It’s clear that voters view the rapid changes 
in state voting laws as a calculated political 
maneuver to create the appearance there 
is a threat to our voting systems that really 
isn’t there – and to use this threat as a 
reason to more stringently remove the right 
to vote from certain demographic groups. 

Which of the following scenarios do you feel is worse 
for democracy?



INSIGHTS + ANALYSIS

Higher Trust in State vs. National Elections
 
Voters in the Pacific Northwest seem to rate 
elections in their state better than other 
states around the country – and view the 
threat to democracy as occurring in other 
states and driven by the national political 
landscape more than being a direct threat 
in their own backyard. 

We looked at how voters in the Pacific 
Northwest view local election security 
compared with other states. A majority 
of voters in both states say Oregon and 
Washington rank at or near the top in our 
ability to run free and fair elections.

Compared to other states, how would you rate 
your state in terms of running a free and fair 
elections process?

OREGON

WASHINGTON
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INSIGHTS + ANALYSIS

In addition, voters in the Pacific Northwest have a higher degree of confidence in 
elected officials’ ability to run free, fair and transparent elections – and that their state 
makes it easy to register to vote.

This trend is also evident when asked how confident they are that the outcome of the 2022 
mid-term elections will be based on free, fair and transparent voting in their state versus 
nationally. However, despite no documented evidence of widespread voter fraud at the 
national or state levels, a significant bloc of voters is clearly growing less confident in the 
process.

How confident are you in your state’s elections 
officials’ ability to run free, fair, and transparent 
elections?

How much do you trust that the results of this 
upcoming election will be based on free, fair and 
transparent voting?
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Interestingly, voters are somewhat split when it comes to their degree of willingness to 
accept the outcome of this next election even if the candidates they support lose. Notably, 
this willingness to accept the outcome regardless of who is declared the winner was higher 
among Democrats and non-affiliated voters in both states – with Republicans showing an 
overwhelming reluctance to say they’d support the outcome if their preferred candidates 
lose.

Election Security: 
Do We Trust Vote-by-Mail Elections?

INSIGHTS + ANALYSIS

For years, both Oregon and Washington 
have operated their elections entirely 
through vote-by-mail – meaning there 
are no polling stations or rules that may 
constrict voters’ access to a physical 
ballot box. While other states are dealing 
with issues of long wait times at polling 
booths, Oregon and Washington must 
only manage issues of drop box locations, 
postmark rules, and ensuring voters have a 
valid address to receive their ballots.

The national narrative around vote-by-mail 
has shown it to be a popular target for those 
seeking to push the message that it is an 
unsecure system and allows for an increase 

in voter fraud.  A 2020 ABC News/Washington 
Post poll found despite wanting the option 
to vote through alternative methods, the 
majority of Americans (59%), and most 
notably Republicans (79%), still prefer to 
vote in person because they question the 
efficiency and safety of casting their ballot 
by mail. 

Many states expanded their ability 
to allow voting by mail during the 
COVID pandemic to off-set the physical 
limitations most voters faced due to 
public health restrictions. Since the 2020 
election, however, 18 states (almost all with  
Republican-controlled legislatures) passed 
laws limiting or eliminating access to mail-
in voting, according to the Brennan Center 
for Justice and Voting Rights Lab.

Despite the populist attack that allowing 
mail-in ballots benefits left-of-center 
candidates, numerous studies by the 
Stanford Institute for Economic Policy 
Research have found mail-in voting 
participation does not tend to favor 
Democrats over Republicans – and does 
not increase the odds of a Democratic 
candidate winning an election.

In the Pacific Northwest, 
most voters in Oregon and 
Washington have a high 
degree of confidence in the 
vote-by-mail system.
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How confident are you personally in the safety, 
integrity, and accuracy of casting a ballot by 
mail?

INSIGHTS + ANALYSIS

Not surprisingly, national data show states 
with expansive vote-by-mail laws have 
both higher support for this method and 
higher confidence in its security. In the 
Pacific Northwest, most voters in Oregon 
and Washington have a high degree of 
confidence in the vote-by-mail system. 

As stated previously, we often expect to see 
notable divisions by party when it comes to 
issues of election security. Here, however, 
we still see a degree of confidence in vote-
by-mail even among Republican voters in 
our region – with 49% of Republicans in 

Oregon and 52% in Washington saying 
they are “very or somewhat confident” in 
the safety of vote-by-mail in their state. 

This doesn’t mean these data points would 
hold up if asked about the expansion of 
vote-by-mail in other states. In most cases, 
Republicans remain staunchly against 
expanding this method of voting unless 
voters have documented reasons for 
being unable to vote in person, according 
to polling from the Pew Research Center 
in 2021. 
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INSIGHTS + ANALYSIS

What’s the Bigger Problem: 
Voter Discrimination or Voter Fraud?

The debate around voting rights 
tends to force people into one of 
two viewpoints: the belief that voting 
rights laws should remove limits on 
people’s ability to participate in our 
elections versus the view they should 
place limits to keep people from 
voting illegally. 

One of the major tensions we 
wanted to explore is whether voters 
in the Pacific Northwest viewed voter 
suppression as a bigger threat to 
democracy than the popular narrative 
around voter fraud. 

We need to look at this first in context 
of the public perception of voter 
fraud – both nationally and in their 
own states. In looking at this data, we 
again see an increasing sense among 
voters in Oregon and Washington 
that it’s “other states” who are the 
problem.

How big of a problem do you 
feel voter fraud is in our 
elections in the United States 
versus Oregon or Washington?

We also explored voter perceptions 
of why the issue of voter fraud has 
become such a prevalent topic of 
discussion since the 2020 election. 
In doing so, we found an interesting 
50/50 split among voters when asked 
if the issue was political or intended 
to address a more systemic problem 
of illegal voting. 

Percentages of voters who feel voter fraud 
is big or somewhat of a big problem.
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INSIGHTS + ANALYSIS

The demographic divisions here are 
more nuanced – and there is notable 
support for the voter fraud claim as 
a legitimate problem among unlikely 
groups. For instance, the data show 
nearly a third of Democrats in Oregon 
(29%) and a third of non-affiliated 
voters (33%) support the view that 
the rising tensions around voter fraud 
claims are valid and meant to fix a 
broken system. 

It is worth noting that when asked about 
local voter suppression, voters are split 
on whether this is a problem in their 
home states. In Oregon, 25% of voters say 
elections in the state are subject to voter 
discrimination and disenfranchisement; in 
Washington, 29% agreed with this view.

Which statement is more true in your opinion?
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What conclusions can we draw from 
this data set of Pacific Northwest 
voters? 

In truth, there are limitations to what 
this research can tell us about how 
the public’s perceptions of voting 
rights may alter the landscape of 
our electoral system in the coming 
years.

That said, this report should draw 
our attention to the deepening 
crisis of faith in our elections – and 
the public’s conflicting views over 
whether we need to prioritize 
expanding people’s access to the 
democratic process or place more 
restrictions on voting to address a 

LOOKING TO 2024

CONCLUSIONS

growing populist narrative about 
rampant voter fraud.

Despite what public opinion 
polling may suggest, the truth in 
this debate matters. And the reality 
is, voter fraud in the United States 
– and the Pacific Northwest – is 
both exceedingly rare and unlikely 
to change the outcome of our 
elections. 

Whether this fact satisfies voter 
concerns is another matter – and 
the public may likely support 
increasingly restrictive voting laws 
if this populist narrative becomes 
more entrenched after the 2022 
mid-term elections.



One thing is clear: voters in the Pacific 
Northwest are becoming increasingly 
worried about how well our system will 
hold up in this next election. And this raises 
serious questions about how things may 
change in the run-up to the presidential 
election in 2024.

Ideological divisions aside, we are 
confronting a turning point for the 
stability and integrity of our belief that this 
democratic experiment can endure. If we 
lose our confidence in the ability to make a 
difference by voting – to serve as a method 
for changing direction and allowing the 
people to govern themselves – then the 
importance of voting rights is quickly 
diluted. 

If anything, this research serves as a 
reminder of the fragility in our faith that 
voting holds the power to the future we 
want for our states – and for our nation.

In sharing this report, we do not pretend to 
have all the answers. But we will continue 
to study and analyze how the national 
political discourse of the moment alters 
the country’s degree of support for giving 
all people the right to participate in the 
democratic process. 

Looking ahead, we all must remain 
dedicated to ensuring we protect the right 
to vote – for everyone.
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